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QUESTION 1

An integration developer is creating one or more test suites using WebSphere Integration Developer. What must be
created before the developer can define the test suites? 

A. A test case 

B. A test library project 

C. A unit test project 

D. A component test project 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

An integration developer is tasked to automate the testing of component test projects, test suites, and test cases. Which
of the following is the most recommended approach for automated testing? 

A. Use Ant scripts 

B. Use Jython scripts 

C. Use Python scripts 

D. Use serviceDeploy command 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An integration developer is tasked to test the XML maps created in the mediation flow component using the integration
test client. In order to perform testing of the XML maps, which of the following is most applicable? 

A. XML maps can be tested but not in debug mode. 

B. XML maps can be tested without deploying on to the server. 

C. XML maps can be tested without association to a mapping file. 

D. A mediation module containing an XML map must be deployed to the server before the test is executed. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An integration developer wants to access a database table on a DB2 database installed on an AIX system using a
JDBC Adapter. Using the configuration wizard of the JDBC Outbound Adapter import, the integration developer is
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prompted for JAR files. Which kind of JAR files are required? 

A. AIX specific JAR files 

B. JDBC standard JAR files 

C. DB2 specific JAR files 

D. DB2 and AIX specific JAR files 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

While working with WebSphere Integration Developer, which of the following is a non-deployable project used to
reference other projects in the workspace? 

A. Module 

B. Library 

C. Mediation Module 

D. Integration Solution 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

An integration developer wants to combine results from different services in a mediation flow. The developer plans to
use a Fan-out/Fan-in combination to address this requirement. Which of the following statements is correct with respect
to the Fan-out/Fan-in combination? 

A. The shared context is used to store responses from various services temporarily before a Fan-in is fired. 

B. The message aggregation context is used to store responses from various services temporarily before a Fan-in is
fired. 

C. The Fan-out/Fan-in primitives must only be used when responses from multiple services need to be aggregated. 

D. The developer can\\'t control the stoppage of the Fan-out/Fan-in operation and the same will stop only once all the
services invoked through Fan-out have responded. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

An integration developer is developing a mediation flow component using a Policy Resolution primitive. 

If an exception occurs during the processing of the input message, which terminal propagates the input message? 
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A. out terminal 

B. fail terminal 

C. exception terminal 

D. policyError terminal 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An integration developer is designing an XML map that transforms an array of elements from the input to a
corresponding array of a different type to the output. Which transform type would be the most appropriate for this
situation? 

A. Move 

B. Merge 

C. Append 

D. For each 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the Exhibit. 

The Life Sciences department of a company is developing a drug discovery solution in which a SelectVendor service
(request-response) helps them choose between Vendor A or B to acquire drug samples. This service is called from a
mediation flow using a Service Invoke primitive. The response is written to a flat file before returning to the client,
invoking this mediation flow. The response must be received by the client in the same transaction. What should be the
values of \\'Preferred Interaction Style\\' at the client invoking this mediation flow, and the \\'Invocation Style\\' of
ServiceInvoke primitive within the flow? 

A. Any, Any 

B. Any, Sync 
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C. Synchronous, Async (with callback) 

D. Asynchronous (with deferred response), Async (with callback) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which one of the following IBM products works with WebSphere Enterprise Service Bus allowing applications access to
endpoint and policy information? 

A. WebSphere Process Server 

B. WebSphere Message Broker 

C. WebSphere Transformation Extender 

D. WebSphere Service Registry and Repository 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

An integration developer is developing two modules, Module A and Module B. Module A is successfully tested. A new
version of Flat File Adapter with added features has been released. These features are required by Module B. 

Without disturbing Module A how can the integration developer organize the deployment of Module A and Module B so
that Module B is able to use the new version of the Flat File Adapter? 

A. A Module A and Module B should use the stand-alone deployment option of the new version of Flat File Adapter. 

B. Module A and Module B should use different SCA versions of the library containing respectively the business objects
generated by the current version and new version of Flat File Adapter. 

C. Module A should use the embedded deployment option of the current version of Flat File Adapter and Module B
should use the embedded deployment option of the new version of Flat File Adapter. 

D. Module A should use the stand-alone deployment option of the current version of Flat File Adapter and Module B
should use the stand-alone deployment option of the new version of Flat File Adapter. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

A client wants to invoke a mediation module that contains a mediation flow. Which of the following export bindings with
Request-Response interface will ensure that the mediation flow is invoked asynchronously with callback by the client? 

A. HTTP 

B. Web services (SOAP/JMS) 
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C. Web services (SOAP/HTTP) 

D. WebSphere MQ or WebSphere MQ-JMS 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

During the development of an SCA component, an integration developer added event monitoring to the component\\'s
export. What value should the logging level be set to, in order to only notify the Common Event Infrastructure (CEI) that
an event occurred? 

A. "CEI" 

B. "Full" 

C. "Empty" 

D. "Digest" 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

During development of an SCA component, an integration developer configured event monitoring as follows: Destination
= Audit Log Monitor = All Event Context = Digest Which one of the following statements indicates the level of the stored
event data and its availability? 

A. The key attribute value of the business object is stored and is available through CEI. 

B. The key attribute value of the business object is stored but is not available through CEI. 

C. The entire business object is stored but is not available through CEI. 

D. The entire business object is stored and is available through Common Event Infrastructure (CEI). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

An integration developer has developed an application that emits events through the Common Event Infrastructure. The
log level has been set to FINE. The events include business object data. 

Which log file should be used to examine the business object data\\'? 

A. SystemOut.log of the node agent 

B. SystemOut.log of the deployment manager 

C. SystemOut.log of the application target server 
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D. SystemErr.log of the application target server 

Correct Answer: A 
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